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Part-I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) OPAMP is basically not used in inverting mode while used in biomedical signal 

amplification. Justify 
 

 b) State the difference between dead Zone and hysteresis   
 c) What is ‘QRS’ in ECG waveform? What is its importance  
 d) What do you mean by artifacts?  
 e) Write the normal ranges of Heart rate, blood pressure and Respiration rate.  
 f) What the range of bio potential due to polarization and depolarization?  
 g) Mention one bio sensor? How it differ from transducer?  
 h) State various ions present in the internal cell fluid.  
 i) What are the effects of high frequency noises in Electro surgery?  
 j) What type of filter you will use for filtering of biomedical signal and why?  
    
  Part-II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) What is action and resting potential? With a neat diagram explain the origin of bio 

potential? 
 

 b) Explain Various sources of Biomedical signals  
 c) Sate and explain the principle of a Photovoltaic transducers used in biomedical 

instrumentation. 
 

 d) Discuss how physiological potentials are generated in the human body.  
 e) What is the difference between sensors and transducers? Explain position transducers 

used in Biomedical Instrumentation. 
 

 f) What is the principle of a general electrode used in biomedical signal? Explain various 
electrodes used for measurement of ECG signal 

 

 g) Explain various segmentation of ECG signal.  
 h) Briefly describe various biomedical signal analysis used for writing signal waveforms 

on paper. 
 

 i) With suitable diagram describe the blood pressure measurement  
 j) Based on the effect of change in dimensions, explain temperature sensing elements 

used for temperature measurement 
 

 k) Explain the properties of amplifiers used in biomedical instrumentation.  
 l) What is importance of coupling in biomedical system? Discuss various couplings used 

for ac signal 
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Write down the classification of EEG rhythms based on the frequency bands. Suggest 
any transformation method for it. 

(16) 

    
Q4  With suitable diagram explain the principle of a flow transducers used in biomedical 

system? Then explain what are the parameter that affects the performance of the flow 
meter? 

(16) 

    
Q5  Explain various static characteristics of transducers used in biomedical system. Justify 

how these parameters affect the biomedical system? 
(16) 

    
Q6  With neat diagram explain the origin of bio electric potential, Then, explain the various 

characteristics and origin   of the following biomedical signal 
a) EMG 
b) ROG 

(16) 
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